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Abstract. Global monitoring, and other drivers of high level reporting standards, have brought increasing pressure to embed Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the day-to-day operations of many multinational companies. This move toward overt and targeted CSR responses and public reporting is prompting the strategic alignment of CSR with core business. Although driven in part by regulation, CSR initiatives and practice help demonstrate the moral authority of the corporate citizen. Practicing and publicly reporting CSR, presents an organization as ethical and worthy of trust, and in doing so, captures the good will, empathy and trust of stakeholders especially clients, customers and labor, in home countries. The development and maintenance of trust is integral to offshoring success. This research questions how the strategic practice of CSR by organizations, operating global in-house centers (GICs), contributes to relationship management in OBPO by positioning staff in GICs as stakeholders.
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1 Introduction

Global monitoring, and other drivers of high level reporting standards, have brought increasing pressure to embed Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the day-to-day operations of many multinational companies. Although driven in part by regulation, CSR initiatives and practice help demonstrate the moral authority of the corporate citizen. Practicing and publicly reporting CSR presents an organization as ethical and worthy of the good will and empathy and in doing so captures stakeholder trust. This move toward overt and targeted CSR responses and public reporting is prompting the strategic alignment of CSR with core business.

The need to capture the approval of customers and stakeholders is crucial to the sustainability of organizations seeking to obtain the efficiencies of offshoring business processes to locations with lower operational inputs. Moving part of an organization’s operations offshore can activate fears of job losses in the outsourcing country, perceptions of organizations valuing profit over customer satisfaction, or at the worst, racism and cultural superiority. Convincing clients and customers as stakeholders at home, that offshoring is the best business solution for meeting customer needs, developing business and delivering
quality and cost benefits all round, requires the development and maintenance of trust in the objectives and motivations of the organization. Kelly and Noonan [1] draw on Giddens’ perspective of the changing nature of risk, anxiety, and trust in the context of the contemporary globalization of social relations, and the notion of trust as an emotional commitment. They argue that while risk has been investigated as an element in establishing and maintaining offshoring relationships (for example Willcocks and Lacity [2], and Willcocks et al., [3]) more emotional dimensions have been overlooked, specifically in the courtship and cohabitation phases of the offshoring relationship. According to Kelly and Noonan

“In the Courtship phase, the emphasis was primarily on the client developing trust in the vendor’s ability to deliver the system and in the latter’s integrity and benevolence toward the former. In the Cohabitation phase, by contrast, the emphasis shifted to a struggle to construct a stable collaborative order, where both parties had to come to mutual accommodations about key social practices”. [1]

2 Research Goal

Further to this identification of the importance of the emotional element of client and vendor trust, Wreford et al. [4][5] identified the importance of trust as a factor of opaque indifference in end-customer relationships particularly within captive, or global in-house centers (GICs). Similar to Noonan and Kelly’s exploration of “anxiety and psychological security; and the role of trust as emotional commitment” [1], this research questions how the strategic practice of CSR by organizations operating global in-house centers contributes to trust and relationship management in Offshore Business Process Outsourcing (OBPO). By positioning staff in GICs, and at home, as stakeholders, the research is proposing a framework for explaining support for CSR implementation, where support means the willingness of organizations to display the implementation of CSR.

3 Literature Review

The review begins by examining how CSR is defined by various organizations, and explores the similarities and differences with theoretical arguments defining CSR in the literature.

3.1 Overview of CSR literature

The definition of corporate social responsibility can be fluid [6], and difficult to measure. According to Carroll [7], one of the leading researchers in the CSR field, the evolution of the modern era of CSR as a construct began in the 1950s expanding during the 1960s and 1970s. “In the 1980s, there were fewer new definitions, more empirical research, and alternative themes began to mature” [7].
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Like Corporate Governance, CSR has many definitions and connotations: from business ethics or philanthropy or environmental policy, corporate social performance and corporate citizenship [8][9][10] and social accounting or corporate accountability [11]. As Moon argues, “CSR like democracy and justice is an essentially contested concept with it’s meaning always debatable”[12] . Wood [13] argues that “CSR, or corporate social performance, can be defined as a business organization’s configuration of principles of social responsibility, processes of social responsiveness, and policies, programs, and observable outcomes as they relate to the firm’s societal relationships” [13]. This definition, while broad, allows for understanding CSR as a discipline that encompasses frameworks and understandings from many of the social sciences, economics, politics, sociology, environmental science, and business.

Crane et al. [14] argue that “despite the homage to many disciplines, CSR as an academic endeavor fits firmly in the field of business and management” and summarize the existing research as dealing with “broad questions about the changing relationship between business, society and government, environmental issues, corporate governance, the social and ethical dimensions of management, globalization, stakeholder debates, shareholder and consumer activism, changing political systems and values, and the ways in which corporations can respond to new social imperatives” [14]. In a recent review of CSR theories Mele [15] identifies three earlier and important studies, Klonoski [16], Windsor [17] and Garriga and Mele [18]. Klonoski argues that CSR theories take one of three perspectives; fundamentalism, moral personhood and moral agency, or social institutions. Fundamentalism revolves around the value to business of CSR and purely economic analysis. Moral personhood Klonoski argues, is theory that that contends that “… corporations are capable of actions, comparable to the actions taken up by natural persons, those who take this approach to determining CSR argue that corporations can be morally culpable in a way either identical with or very similar to natural persons” [16].

CSR viewed through the social institutions lens can focus on arguments in favor of treating corporations as persons tend either explicitly or implicitly to work from the presumption that business activities occur within an interpersonal if not a social context [16]. There are similarities and differences in the categorizations of Windsor [17] and Klonoski [16]. They both have located an economic theoretical perspective, and a corporate citizen perspective, but Klonoski’s moral agency and Windsor’s perception of synthesized theories seem to be to blurred and all-encompassing and do not successfully categorize modern theoretical analysis of CSR. Mele [15] develops much more workable categories that accommodate more modern theoretical analysis of CSR: corporate social performance, shareholder value theory, stakeholder theory, corporate citizenship. These four categories are more useful for analysis of the interaction between OBPO and CSR because they are closely linked to four areas of decision making in OBPO [15]. By identifying stakeholders and stakeholder positions, this research seeks to grapple with the question posed by Moir [19],

“for those businesses that do undertake what might be termed corporate social
responsibility, what is actually socially responsible behavior as opposed to management of corporate image management or other activity aimed predominantly at business benefits?" [19].

3.2 Overview of OBPO research

The first published review of academic literature on Offshore Business Process Outsourcing examined 87 research articles. The comprehensive review of OBPO completed by Lacity et al. [20] identified papers published between 1996 and 2011 in 67 journals that are described as 'empirically robust BPO articles'. The data used in that research demonstrates that more than half of all the BPO research papers were published in the period 2008-2011, and that most BPO research has been completed and published since 2000. Just over half (58%) of the published papers have addressed offshore BPO. Lacity et al. [20] identify several themes in OBPO research; BPO decisions, BPO outcomes, and miscellaneous BPO research themes. It is important to note that none of the 87 BPO papers investigated the interaction or intersection of CSR and OBPO.

Oshri et al. [21] draw our attention to the similarities between early colonial mercantilism and ventures into new world markets for resources and cheap labor, and modern business practices that still source global resources and labor [21]. Oshri and van Uhm [22] provide a detailed history of captive center investments made by Fortune 250 global firms over a period of approximately twenty-five years commencing in 1985 demonstrating that offshore captive centers represent an economic phenomenon of considerable scale and scope. Oshri et al. [21] argue that the primary focus of research dealing with captives is on decisions relating primarily to offshoring and location and that there have been four reasonably distinct phases in the evolution of the of captive centers, and that these phases are marked by the change in the development impetus of decisions to offshore between 1985 and 2010.

- “Phase 1 Moving into India
- Phase 2 Hybrid models
- Phase 3 Expansion of offshore locations
- Phase 4 A drop in captive start-ups, and a pattern of re-shoring or near shoring” [21]

This means that with the progress of time, captives (or global in-house centers) will have their own trajectory of development. Oshri and van Uhm [22] refer to disruptive factors and inhibiting factors as playing a part in developing new models for captive operations [23]. These factors are identified as being improving or worsening economic situations in either the home or offshore country.

Wreford et al. [5] discuss the connections between demonstrating corporate social responsibility and the social license to operate. The social license to operate is an element contributing to consumer support, and balancing the expectations of stakeholders. “It [CSR] is a social contract that reflects the unique
challenges of this century. As the social and economic landscape continues to shift, business faces a dynamic reality: Legitimacy is never guaranteed, it must be earned every day” [7]. Balancing the expectations of shareholders, complying with applicable laws, managing the implementation of CSR programs, and evaluating the efficacy of CSR goals, are some of the issues confronting companies engaged in OBPO. Some companies recognize that participating in voluntary CSR initiatives can help manage risks, create new business opportunities and improve the prospects for sustainability of the company, while others are concerned with the possible contradiction between the interests of shareholders and the implications of implementing CSR objectives.

3.3 Gaps in the literature

Much of the previous research investigating OBPO has focused on the challenges and efficacy of managing offshore relationships [24], developing ways to measure success [25] [20] [26], or critiquing implications for managing personnel and labor metrics [27][28]. Definitions of CSR are generally similar, and usually embrace the notion of corporations responding to an awareness of some social relationship beyond that which is required by law or regulation. However, measuring success, pleasing stakeholders and models of delivery remain contested. Some of the questions central to examining CSR relate to developing new business models incorporating CSR that are palatable to shareholders and other stakeholders. The questions of business practitioners and business scholars alike tend to center on, when is it right for business to become involved in the community, not merely the market? Answers to that question invite analysis from many different fields including politics, business, and economics, and the attendant theories and sub-disciplines. Neither Oshri and van Uhm[22], or Joshi and Mudigonda [23] identify any research about the links between stakeholders and offshoring decisions. This gap in the research means that there has been scant academic investigation of the importance or effect of consumer satisfaction, domestic political responses, or labor relations on organizational decisions to embark in OBPO involving a GICs.

With the strong future for OBPO, as more companies engaged in OBPO reach into the global labor marketplace, and, as CSR develops as a field of research in its own right, understanding the importance between CSR and future decisions about location, model and intensity of OBPO, will rely more than ever before on the ability to answer questions about strategy, stakeholder engagement and impact.

3.4 Significance of the research and contribution to the field

As indicated above, no published research has been located that addresses the issues of CSR specifically as an element of the OBPO captive business model. Some of the questions central to examining CSR relate to developing new business models incorporating CSR that are palatable to shareholders and other
stakeholders. There is evidence in the literature that contracts and well-developed business plans alone do not stand as indicators of success [29][30] and that managing the relationships between stakeholders is capturing the attention of academics and offshorers alike. Stakeholders include labor, consumers, legislators and regulators, and shareholders and beneficiaries (in-house centers and vendors) among others. The importance of managing and maintaining these relationships is central to maintaining trust. Lacity and Willcocks [31] point to the strain between competing interests in offshoring relationships; “The provider’s centralized culture is looking to generate growth, while the globally dispersed delivery teams want to please both their supervisors and customers, which can leave them caught between conflicting cultures” [31]. St John continues this theme, “Many outsourcing failures are attributed to the failure of relationships, specifically the lack of trust between vendor and client” [29].

It is also well established that the relationship between the vendor and client plays a critical role in the success or failure of the offshore outsourcing arrangement” [29]. CSR plays a role in both creating and ameliorating tensions between stakeholders and competing interests. It contributes to trust, while complicating business imperatives; improves corporate image while intruding on options for efficiencies; appeals to consumers, but disturbs labor, and is both regulated and self-imposed.

The research at hand differs from earlier research in that it seeks to explore a specific area of corporate behavior that is contested and contentious. Global regulations are placing increased expectations on the behavior of offshoring organizations. However, many companies are still evaluating and self-monitoring their corporate social responsibility. The inherent tensions in CSR are the immediate costs and benefits to shareholders and profits, versus, improving the image of the corporate citizen; and the benefits, if any, to the relationships with stakeholders where CSR is being delivered offshore. This research examines that intersection of OBPO and CSR as an area of OBPO that has not previously been investigated.

4 Conceptual Framework and Method

The first stage of this research is a review of CSR commitments directly linked to global in house centers, as laid out in corporate documents, CSR reports (either in the annual reports, as stand-alone CSR reports where they exist, and/ or sustainability reports, and press releases) for two of the top 200 largest corporations on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) companies. This is supported by information gathered through interviews with staff and senior management. This method of examination of organizational CSR commitments has been used widely. The framework frequently follows methodically scoring publications against the economic, social and environmental indicators against core elements of the UN Global Compliance and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) framework [32]. The Principles of the UN Global compact are distributed under Human Rights and Labor Standards, Environment and Anti-corruption [32]
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McGraw and Dabski, 2010:393 [33] explored the disclosure of CSR by the top 10 Australian companies (based on market capitalization) in 2005. McGraw and Dabski [33] also evaluated 100 annual reports of the ASX top 100. Frost et al. [35] analyzed 25 ASX companies in 2005 against the GRI, and KPMG analyze the reporting of global companies every 2 years, investigating 4100 companies globally in 2013 [34].

Without doubt, evaluating organizational and industry wide responses to CSR by voluntary reporting to GRI frameworks is a common methodology. The growth and persistence in this methodology is important because while there has been ongoing professional and academic debate about the need, value and use of CSR reporting, [1] [36]. A sample of corporate literature produced by some ASX200 organizations is analyzed for details about the cohesiveness of the messages and the extent to which stakeholder audiences are targeted. The overarching messages are isolated and evaluated in terms of their applicability to building trust in brand and consumer approval.

“there is evidence that the number of organizations reporting is increasing rapidly (Brown et al. 2009) despite reluctance on the part of some governments to implement mandatory reporting. CR reporting is now undeniably a mainstream business practice worldwide, undertaken by almost three quarters, (71 percent) of the 4,100 companies surveyed in 2013 [34].

5 Factors

5.1 Utilization of CSR Reporting

While there is an increase in the number of companies reporting on CSR, the limitation of using annual reports to monitor CSR contributions is noted by Frost et al. [35] as the least valuable source of information. Critics of voluntary CSR reporting argue that voluntary reporting against non-mandatory standards, coupled with organizational management discretion in what is reported, is not conducive to creating equivalencies in comparisons [36]. There is a global trend towards more rigorous regulatory demands on organizations to engage with standards for CSR accounting (for example British Standard BS8900, Denmark Green Accountant Law, Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002, Nouvelles Regulations Economiques (NRE), ASX Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations 2010 [37]). As a result, commentators have advocated mandatory reporting (see, for example, Unerman and O’Dwyer [38]), tied much more closely to standards and regulated Jefferey and Pattern [39]. The increase in the numbers of companies reporting appears to indicate that the resistance to report is diminishing. Partly because study after study has shown that corporate social responsibility and sustainability efforts can have demonstrable, positive effects on operations and, ultimately, on bottom line concerns [40]. The links between CSR activities, CSR reporting, and the resulting positive effects on operations
is central to the analysis of the role of CSR in OBPO. A link between CSR activities and corporate performance appraisals has been clearly visible in the research for some time [41]. The nature of that link is elusive and contestable. This is due to the many elements of CSR and the responsibilities of organizations to various stakeholders.

Schiebel et al. [42] argue that there are six key dimensions of CSR: customers, employees, business partners, the environment, communities and investors [42]. The sometimes competing interests of these 6 stakeholders require tailored management to maximize the benefits of CSR activities and contribute to the benefits and complexities of extending CSR practices to global in-house centers by some organizations. McGraw and Dabski [33] identify 5 benefits of CSR practice to companies. They argue that CSR practices have HR benefits because of the “potential to increase employee commitment, make companies more attractive in the labour market and contribute to staff retention.” [and] “the positive attributes of CSR are argued to be amplified where CSR activities are strategically aligned with the overall business and will often lead companies to tailor their CSR practices to particular business cultures, social cultures and industries in which they operate as well as moulding them around issues such as risk assessments and license to operate” [33].

Wreford et al. [5] investigated the relationship between CSR and trust in the creation of opaque indifference for end-consumers of OBPO services provided by global-in-house centers, and the management of stakeholder relationships through the lens of moral license. McGraw and Dabski [33] also argue that there are positive links between stakeholders and organizations that acknowledge the impact of their activities on the community and environment. There is considerable investigation of the impact of perceived CSR activities of organizations on stakeholder behavior. There is also evidence that end-customers will change their consumer behavior to support brands and companies considered to have good reputations in CSR (e.g., Brown and Dacin [43]; Sen and Bhattacharya [47]; Oberseder [48][49], Becker-Olsen et al. [50]), and that CSR reporting can be used to advantage after periods of strained public relations or in response to negative social perceptions [48].

5.2 CSR reporting and staff as stakeholders

Sen and Bhattacharya [51] investigated the types of CSR that organizations can undertake and the impact on various consumer segments. CSR appears to be a useful tool for not only managing brand image and customer loyalty, but also for improving employee commitment. Increasingly, it appears that there are internal advantages in reporting CSR. According to a Centre for Australian Ethical Research (CAER) “the main target audiences for sustainability reports are employees (87 per cent), customers (79 per cent), shareholders (74 per cent), local community (67 per cent), institutional investors (54 per cent), suppliers (59 per cent), analysts (51 per cent), and governments and NGOs (28 per cent)” [52].
An internal focus and use of CSR reporting of activities, is particularly relevant to organizations involved in OBPO and the management of global-in-house centers. Firms view CSR practices as critical to employee morale, recruitment, retention and productivity [53]. Kim et al. investigated marketing CSR performance for the purposes of human resource management and found that

“CSR initiatives enhance the performance of sales staff (Larson et al., 2008), employees’ commitment to the organization (Brammer et al., 2007; Peterson, 2004a; Rupp et al., 2006), and their identification with the company (Berger et al., 2006; Collier and Esteban, 2007; Rodrigo and Arenas, 2008)” [54].

The growth in global in house centers and OBPO presents a new element of competition in the global talent pool. Clive Wincup, CIO of Westpac claimed that it was lack of available skills, not labor costs that drove organizations to engage in a global supply chain of IT professionals.

“...the lack of availability of skills means engaging in a global supply chain of IT professionals. Companies offshore IT jobs due to cost is a fallacy, as salary gaps between countries like India and Australia are closing at a rapid rate” [53]. Although this statement sparked a volley of arguments from commentators and industry observers, there is little doubt that this expansion into global supply chains of IT professionals brings with it new demands on human resource talent management. These new demands relate to the need for labor management to operate in cross cultural workplace environments on an increasingly complex and demanding scale [57] [58]. This is particularly played out at management levels, where there is a need for managers who have social cognitive and political capital [59]. The importance of offshore senior management, is in itself, a link to the legitimacy and ability of the organization to negotiate the offshore commercial environment. “...a continuous reliance on home country nationals to staff the upper echelon of management team may damage the legitimacy of the MNE in the host country...without which they would not be able to access valuable resources that are vital for their survival capability” [60].

Bhattacharya et al. [61] argue, CSR is a lever to attract and retain staff by the organization acting as an enabler for individuals to take ownership of CSR. “For example, in a bid to burnish their images as socially responsible companies and thereby attract and retain talent, CEOs of high-profile companies such as Home Depot, Delta Air Lines and SAP recently pledged to deploy millions of employee volunteers to work on various community projects” [60]. These include encouraging staff to work as volunteer days, actively pursing gender equity and diversity in staffing, and promoting their commitment to work-life balance, along with various contributions to charity and concessions to the environment. CSR activity and demonstration in GICs is important to the retention and attraction of staff, especially higher level staff, but that the commitment to CSR is moderated by variables based in the home country.

Drawn from the literature, the research at hand finds that there are then 4 variables that impact on the CSR image of an organization:
– Demonstrated commitment to CSR in parent organization (e.g. alignment with internal values, specialized units, and investment value),
– Public dissemination of CSR activities - or how CSR is utilized by the organization (e.g. marketing, to groom future consumers, to nurture mutually beneficial relationships),
– the style/type of consumer, and
– the Relationship with labor (or organized labor)

Public dissemination of CSR activities can occur in the broadest and most overt arenas such as supporting staff to take up volunteer work, funding charity initiatives, or implementing safe working or CSR caveats throughout the supply chain. The willingness to publicize CSR initiatives is not universally embraced by all industry sectors. “Observers, critics and academics notice that the fashion and service industries tend to not draw consumer attention to CSR” [56]. This distinction should not be confused with Matten and Moon [62]’s “implicit and explicit CSR, but understood more in terms of drawing attention of consumers. Robinson et al argue that some fashion and sporting goods manufacturers only mention CSR in shareholder communications [56]. In Banking and Finance and Natural Resource sectors, CSR activities are widely publicized in commercials and promoting brands.

5.3 Commitment

One of Australia’s ‘Big Four’ banks, ANZ, has a corporate responsibility framework. In 2011, ANZ reported nine independent audits of major suppliers to ensure they had abided by its responsible sourcing code of practice. Toby Kent, ANZ’s head of corporate responsibility (CR), observed that in some organizations “CR is just PR. Yet there are many organizations which are moving to act in more sustainable ways, Kent says. Those doing it best are companies that closely tie their corporate responsibility activities to the core business” [63]. The ANZ Bank, Westpac, National Australia Bank and Telstra all have large CSR initiatives. Westpac was ranked the world’s most sustainable company, and ANZ was ranked 19 at the World Economic Forum in Davos 2014 Commitment to CSR is critically linked to CSR leadership and champions within the organization. In examining the views of leaders in some large financial organizations, Lindorff and Peck [64] concluded that while employees may influence CSR outcomes, leaders support the wealth creation model’s central premise that the organization’s primary responsibility is to maximize its value in order to meet its fiduciary obligations to its shareholders, they also believe that CSR activities benefit the organization financially and in building corporate sustainability, employee engagement and performance, and social capital. CSR activities are also believed to increase the legitimacy of the organization, although philanthropy is not supported unless there is a business case. This indicates that commitment can be tempered or scaled according to the drive of leadership and the temperament of shareholders and staff.
5.4 Style/type of consumer

A 2008 study revealed that over 30% of the media releases of Australia’s ‘Big 4’ banks discussed CSR and that the discussion of CSR was large addressed to consumers and the community [65]. The Australian banking system can have most demanding clients. Measuring the alignment between stakeholder CSR expectations of values and policies, and the company CSR disclosed commitment is important, and there have been some studies evaluating national responses of consumers and stakeholders [66] [67]. Calabrese et al. [68] propose a 9 point matrix based on a scale that likens the customer company relationship to the stages of a domicile relationship. Sen and Bhattacharya [51] investigated the influence of CSR and consumer intentions and concluded that, under certain conditions, consumer reaction may be less positive than anticipated. Weaknesses have been found to exist in the high correlation of CSR and consumer intention depending on market segment and type of consumer.

5.5 Relationship with labor

The ANZ, Westpac, NAB and Telstra and other multi-nationals have been subject to negative portrayals in the media of shifting jobs offshore to areas of cheaper labor. The number of jobs going offshore is picking up pace with the financial services industries looking for ways to cut costs by outsourcing back office operations to India. Headlines screamed “Westpac to send 83 jobs to India in cost-cutting program” [69] “ANZ cuts jobs as roles sent offshore” [70] are typical of newspaper headlines. These headlines are often accompanied by responses and sound bites from Union officials, and customer and worker anxiety whipped up by talk back radio. The debate often centers on the accent of call center employees and the low cost of labor. Resistance to offshoring is most visible the public arena when it is played out in the industrial relations field. “Union outrage as Telstra sends 170 jobs to India” [71]. “Union Anger As Jobs Go Offshore” [72][73].

CSR reporting can be a tool for repairing damaged community relationships. The ANZ self reports, “In India for example, we employed 15 people with a self disclosed disability in 2012 and a further 18 have been recruited over the last six months” [74].

As ANZ expanded its regional growth ambitions that now span 26 countries in the Asia Pacific Region, it took the decision in 2004 to strengthen and expand the role of its captive operation and, under the slogan ‘ANZ in Bangalore’, develop an integrated captive that was fully assimilated into the parent company. Staff members in Bangalore were given the same corporate and organizational training as staff in the parent company, and HR and corporate policies and controls were the same as in other parts of the ANZ bank [75]. The Managing Director summarized the culture of ANZ’s Bangalore captive center:

“We revere the culture here [in Bangalore] but we remember who we are. We are not here as apologists. We make sure that all staff know about our standards and our values”. ANZ was selective in the business processes transferred offshore,
with a former CEO noting that “ANZ understands customers want to be able to talk to staff in Australia about their banking and financial services needs. As a result, we have a clear policy that all call centers for Australian customers will remain in Australia” [75].

This appears to be an example of the end customers as a major stakeholder in the organizational field exerting a coercive influence over the choice of business processes to be performed in the offshore captive center.

6 Model

Web resources and materials directed at recruiting offshore seem to support the ‘one organization’ style agenda.

“ANZ supports an inclusive workplace where employee differences, such as gender, age, culture, disability and lifestyle choice are valued.”

“ANZ strives to build a high performance values-driven culture where our people make decisions in the best interests of our stakeholders.” [76]

“Our Vision for Telstra as a Place to Work
Through our leadership actions and behaviors, our environment and culture, we’ll inspire our people to create meaningful interactions with our customers. We’ll achieve this by putting our people first and respecting each other’s unique talents, gifts and capabilities. We believe that if we care deeply about our people, they will pass on the love to our customers!” [77].

These overt assertions signal recognition of the importance of including staff as stakeholders as recipients and participants of CSR, and awareness of the role of the organization in the social constructs and relationships within the community and with end customers.

The four factors identified impact on the commitment to CSR in GICs. Telstra ANZ and Westpac all seek to produce recruitment materials for staff working offshore that round off their commitment to staff and draws attention to supportive workplace cultures. The ANZ reports that the female Managing Director of ANZ’s Bangalore operation hub who leads almost 600 people says “I’ve found that to be successful in banking, you really need to be interested in people and care about what they want for their careers and lives” [78].

7 Limitations of this Research

A limitation on the capacity to generalize from this research is that it is focused on client (i.e. outsourcing) companies that operate primarily from Australia and United Kingdom, with either captive operations or BPO service providers primarily located in India and the Philippines. Deeper investigation of other forms
of CSR practices in captive organizations would lead to a richer understanding of the value of CSR to offshoring organizations.

8 Conclusions

The factors or variables (in the model Figure 1.) contribute to support for CSR implementation in captive GICs. Support, in this model means, the depth/strength or organizational commitment, to willingness to implement and style of CSR implemented in the captive. Utilizing CSR as a management tool to assist in attracting and retaining staff in GICs may provide leverage in containing and possibly reducing high rates of staff turnover (sometimes referred to as staff attrition or churn). Reducing staff turnover lowers operating costs associated with recruitment, induction, training and enhances the effectiveness of knowledge transfer, thus contributing to successful outcomes. There is room within each of the four variables for scaled differentiation of the performance of individual organizations and their behavior or relationships with the relevant area. Where the behavior and expectations of all groups within all variables are high, it is reasonable to expect that the commitment and exercise of CSR would extend fully to the CSR demonstrated in the GIC. For example, in ANZ Bangalore information for new staff includes this statement of commitment, “ANZ Bangalore is committed to earning the trust of the community we live and work
in. We have an agenda that aims to make a significant positive impact on our community and fulfill our social responsibilities” [79].

9 Future Research

Captive OBPO centers as an area of research still in its infancy. Investigation of the depth and breadth of the types and style of CSR practiced by organizations, particularly those operating in languages other than English would enrich the knowledge base. It is our (tentative) hypothesis that the commitment to practicing CSR within the captive is proportional to the importance of CSR to end customers. The questions for further research are: Is there any difference in the strength of each variable that contributes to the types of CSR exercised in captives? And how important is CSR in OBPO success? Matten and Moon [62] remind us that defining CSR is not just a technical exercise but also a normative and ideological exercise that varies across nations. So simple evaluations of CSR copied from home country to host must be cognizant of how moral understandings and cultural understandings translate across shores. Future research might consider if there should be any difference in the types, expectations, or delivery of CSR values and programs in captive organizations.
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